Sentence comprehension requires the integration of both syntactic and semantic information, the acquisition of which seems to have different trajectories in the developing brain. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging, we examined the neural correlates underlying syntactic and semantic processing during auditory sentence comprehension as well as its development in preschool children by manipulating case marking and animacy hierarchy cues, respectively. A functional segregation was observed within Broca's area in the left inferior frontal gyrus for adults, where the pars opercularis was involved in syntactic processing and the pars triangularis in semantic processing. By contrast, five-year-old children sensitive to animacy hierarchy cues showed diffuse activation for semantic processing in the left inferior frontal and posterior temporal cortices. While no main effect of case marking was found in the left fronto-temporal language network, children with better syntactic skills showed greater neural responses for syntactically complex sentences, most prominently in the posterior superior temporal cortex. The current study provides both behavioral and neural evidence that five-year-old children compared to adults rely more on semantic information than on syntactic cues during sentence comprehension, but with the development of syntactic abilities, their brain activation in the left fronto-temporal network increases for syntactic processing.
Introduction
An essential aspect of sentence comprehension is to understand the relations between words in a string, such as the agent-patient relation which determines who is doing what to whom. Humans make use of several cues carried by the components to determine which participant in a sentence is the actor of an action expressed by the verb, thereby helping with interpretation. Take an English sentence "she plays the piano" for example. One could use several cues in the sentence to identify she as the agent to play and the piano as the patient to be played, such as (1) animacy hierarchy-an animate noun she is more likely to act upon an inanimate noun the piano; (2) "subject-verb-object" word order-the noun before the verb (i.e., she) is the subject, and the noun after the verb (i.e., the piano) is the object; (3) case marking-the first noun she is a subject pronoun but not an object pronoun (i.e., her). While it seems to be an automatic process for adults to interpret sentences by assigning different weights to the available cues , sentence comprehension is nonetheless a challenging task for the developing cognitive system .
According to the competition model, the age of acquisition of a sentential cue is determined by its cue validity, which is jointly influenced by cue availability and cue reliability in the target language (Bates and MacWhinney, 1982; Bates et al., 1984) . Mastery of these cues only occurs gradually over time during language development Chan et al., 2009; Dittmar et al., 2008) . For the German language, previous behavioral studies have demonstrated that German-speaking children show primacy in the acquisition of animacy cues, followed by word order, and do not rely on case marking over other cues until the age of seven or later (Chan et al., 2009; Dittmar et al., 2008; Lindner, 2003) . The late acquisition of syntactic case marking may be attributed to its low validity in German particularly due to lower availability of unambiguous case marking (Mahlstedt, 2007) . Other studies have also suggested that semantic information directly influences syntactic analysis in children's sentence processing (Deutsch et al., 1999; Friederici, 1983) . Hence, semantic cues seem to play a more important role for children compared to adults during sentence comprehension .
Apparently, sentence comprehension is achieved by integrating the syntactic and semantic information provided. Evidence from functional neuroimaging studies with adults has shown that while syntactic and semantic processing both involve a left-lateralized fronto-temporal network, each function seems to be supported by segregated regions in the brain (Friederici et al., 2000; Newman et al., 2003 Newman et al., , 2010 Ni et al., 2000) . While the pars opercularis of the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) , that is, Brodmann Area (BA) 44, and the left posterior superior temporal gyrus/ NeuroImage 126 (2016) [256] [257] [258] [259] [260] [261] [262] [263] [264] [265] [266] sulcus (posterior STG/STS) have been reported to show increased activation for processing more complex syntactic sentences compared to less complex sentences (Constable et al., 2004; Friederici, 2011; Friederici et al., 2009; Grewe et al., 2007; Kinno et al., 2008; Mack et al., 2013; Makuuchi et al., 2009; Meltzer et al., 2010; Santi and Grodzinsky, 2010) , sentential semantic processing has been shown to be subserved by pars triangularis (BA 45) and pars orbitalis (BA 47) of the left IFG as well as the left posterior STS (Binder et al., 2009; Bruffaerts et al., 2013; Grewe et al., 2007; Mestres-Missé et al., 2008; Newman et al., 2010; Rodd et al., 2005) . These neuroimaging findings from adults provide a valuable neurocognitive model of language against which the development of semantic and syntactic processing in children can be discussed.
Yet the neural network underlying sentence processing in young children has only been sparsely investigated. Existing studies suggest that functional segregation in the fronto-temporal regions in children is not as distinct as in adults. Using transitive sentences containing either syntactic or semantic violations, Brauer and Friederici (2007) demonstrated that while adults showed function-specific activation in the left STG and the frontal operculum for syntactic as compared with semantic processing, five-to six-year-old children recruited largely overlapped activation in the left STG and bilateral IFG. Skeide et al. (2014) used correct sentences in a sentence-picture matching task with manipulations of syntactic complexity and semantic plausibility, and demonstrated that three-to four-year-old children showed no main effect, but only interaction effects between syntax and semantics in the mid and posterior portion of STG. In addition to interaction effects, six-to seven-year-old children also started to show main effects of syntax and semantics in the mid to posterior STG/STS, but children at the ages of nine to ten had a segregated main effect of syntax in the left IFG and a main effect of semantics in the anterior STG/STS. This study provides strong neural evidence that children do not process syntax independently from semantics in sentence interpretation until the age of ten.
Moreover, there are a number of studies that report cortical activation for syntactic processing to be associated with children's behavioral performance. In children aged between seven and fifteen years, it was found that the activation in the left IFG in response to syntactic processing increased with above average proficiency of syntactic skills independent of age (Nuñez et al., 2011) . In another study with children between four and six years of age, it was shown that even in these young children, a subgroup with better syntactic knowledge already showed enhanced activation in the left BA 44 for non-canonical object-first sentences compared to canonical subject-first sentences (Knoll et al., 2012) . These studies indicate that the neural representation underlying language processing is dependent on the development and maturation of the brain, which in turn is correlated with children's linguistic skills. A direct correlation between the brain's functional development of four language-related regions as well as the structural maturation between these and the syntactic processing skills between the ages of three to ten years has recently been demonstrated by Skeide et al. (2015) .
The current study used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to specify the neural correlates underlying processing of syntactic canonicity and of semantic animacy, as well as the interaction between these, during auditory sentence comprehension in the developing and mature brain. In a sentence listening paradigm, we manipulated case marking as the syntactic cue and animacy hierarchy as the semantic cue. Five-year-old children were selected to compare with adults as children at this age are already sensitive to the animacy hierarchy but have only started to learn case marking cues. This allows us to examine whether children with different levels of syntactic knowledge, independent of age, may show different patterns of neural activation for syntactic processing and how this interacts with animacy information. Adults were chosen as the control group as their neural responses would serve as a reference model for sentence comprehension under the task manipulation. Moreover, in the current study, analyses tested for whole brain effects as well as for anatomically defined a priori regions-of-interest (ROIs) in the perisylvian areas that have been identified relevant for processing sentence comprehension in previous studies as described above, namely the pars opercularis and pars triangularis in the left IFG, the left posterior STS, and the left posterior STG (Bahlmann et al., 2007; Ben-Shachar et al., 2003; Binder et al., 2009; Bornkessel et al., 2005; Bruffaerts et al., 2013; Constable et al., 2004; Friederici, 2011; Friederici et al., 2009; Grewe et al., 2007; Kinno et al., 2008; Makuuchi et al., 2009; Mestres-Missé et al., 2008; Moro et al., 2001; Musso et al., 2003; Newman et al., 2010; Obleser et al., 2007; Rodd et al., 2005; Röder et al., 2002; Saur et al., 2008; Tyler et al., 2005) .
Materials and methods

Participants
Fifty-six children at the age range of 5;1 to 5;11 were initially recruited. A number of children had to be excluded from the study for the following reasons: two children showed incidental findings; eleven did not finish the fMRI task; three were ambidextrous or left-handed (scores ≤ 20 in the modified version of Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) ); three had large movement during fMRI scanning exceeding 3 mm at any translation axis and/or 3°at any rotation. Consequently, data from thirty-seven children were preprocessed and analyzed. A group of sixteen adults served as a control group. After individual-level analyses, activation maps contrasting all individual sentence conditions versus the silence condition (rest) were examined as a basic activation check, which were expected to show activation in the bilateral auditory cortices as the sentences were auditorily presented. Seven children and one adult were excluded from group-level analyses as they did not show any activation in the auditory cortices for this baseline contrast even at the threshold of p b 0.05 (uncorrected). As a result, the final group-level analyses consisted of thirty children (ten boys, age range 5;1-5;11, M = 5;6, SD = 0;3.45; handedness scores range 40-100, M = 78.1, SD = 17.8) and fifteen adults (eight males; age range 21-32, M = 25.5, SD = 3.27; handedness scores range 36.8-100, M = 83.0, SD = 16.9). All participants were native German speakers, and had no history of medical, psychiatric or neurological disorders. Written informed consent was obtained from all adult participants and the parents of the children. Children gave verbal assent prior to participation. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Leipzig.
Task design and materials
In the German language, case marking in the article of the noun phrase indicates the subject (nominative case) and the object (here: accusative case). While canonical sentences are subject-first, German as a free word order language also possesses non-canonical object-first sentences. Stimulus materials consisted of 150 five-word German sentences composed of two noun phrases (NPs) and one verb (V) following a NP-V-NP structure. Only grammatically masculine nouns were used, for which case marking variation of the nominative and accusative forms is unambiguous. The sentences varied in two factors: syntactic case marking and semantic animacy hierarchy. Case marking variation was used to introduce canonical subject-first and non-canonical object-first sentences that differed by syntactic structure but not by semantic content. Animacy hierarchy of the nominatives and the accusatives in the NPs was defined with three levels as neutral hierarchy (animate agent and animate patient, AA), prototypical hierarchy (animate agent and inanimate patient, AI), and non-prototypical hierarchy (inanimate agent and animate patient, IA). The manipulation of case marking and animacy hierarchy factors resulted in a 2 × 3 withinsubjects designed experiment composed of six conditions: C-AA, C-AI, C-IA, NC-AA, NC-AI, and NC-IA (see Fig. 1 for examples of sentences). Each condition consisted of 25 sentences, and each sentence lasted for 3.29 s on average (SD = 0.02 s). For both children and adults, the fMRI task contained 150 sentence trials and additionally 15 null events modeled as the control baseline. Trials were presented every 6 s, with the trial onsets randomly jittered at 0, 500, 1000, or 1500 ms after the beginning of the first scan, which allowed for the sampling of several different time points along the hemodynamic response curve.
The nouns and verbs were selected from the German corpora in the Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES; http://childes.psy. cmu.edu/) and the SETK-2 test (Grimm et al., 2000) . Several criteria were applied for the selection of verbs: (1) transitive verbs; (2) verbs that indicate physical contact or intention of physical contact and do not require a third object for the action; (3) verbs that are semantically accessible in their bare forms, that is, without particles. The word length was controlled at no more than two syllables. We first generated 9,044 sentences from the selected words and conducted a pilot rating study with 57 adults in order to select the sentences with low semantic animacy acceptability for the IA condition and high semantic animacy acceptability for the other two conditions. The sentences were recorded by a trained female native German speaker in a childdirected manner. The recorded sentences were digitized (44.1 kHz, 32-bit sampling rate, mono) and normalized to the root mean squared amplitude.
Task procedure
To familiarize the children with experimental settings and the magnetic resonance (MR) environment, they underwent a practice session in a mock MR scanner prior to the actual scanning session. During the mock-up session, children were instructed to practice lying still in the scanner while listening to sentences. Verbal feedback regarding movement was given to the children via headphones during the simulated scanning. Those children who passed the mock-up session were invited to participate in the fMRI experiment within a week. Prior to scanning, they performed a picture naming task, in which they were introduced to pictures of the animate and inanimate nouns included in the sentence stimuli and were asked to name the pictures. This task was to assure that children were familiar with the nouns. If they failed to name a noun, correct answers would be given and repeated twice to them by the experimenter.
For the auditory sentence comprehension task, children were instructed to listen to the sentences carefully during the scanning, in particular to pay attention to "who is doing what to whom", and they were reminded that there would be a post-scanning test about the sentences they were about to listen to. Stimuli were presented using the software Presentation® (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA, USA) via headphones. During the fMRI scanning session and while listening to the sentences, participants viewed a screensaver that did not involve any kind of human or animal action via goggles. The entire scanning session including preparation, functional and anatomical scans lasted for approximately 40 min. No immediate responses were required during the fMRI run. Instead, children performed a postscanning behavioral sentence comprehension task outside the scanner. Experimental stimuli from the fMRI run were used and auditorily presented via a computer. With each sentence, two pictures were shown on the screen side by side. In the case of inanimate actors, pictures were represented with the minimal features that were required for a specific action, such as a hand in a throwing action or a foot in a kicking action. No other human-like features, such as faces or other body parts, were added to the inanimate actors. By doing so, we ensured that the action would be possible to be depicted and at the same time the inanimate actor would not receive overall animate features. Foils contained the same lexical items as the correct pictures but with reversed thematic roles. The correct pictures appeared in 50% of the trials on the left or the right sides of the screen, and actions were performed in 50% of the trials from the left-to-right or right-to-left directions between the two nouns. The children had to indicate whether the left or the right picture matched with the sentence they heard, and their responses were recorded. This task was specialized to test the behavioral performance on the sentences used in the fMRI experiment.
The choice to measure behavioral performance during a postscanning task instead of during the scan was based on careful methodological considerations. First, requiring young children at this age to respond to a task by a button press often incurs additional movement, which could very likely translate to undesirable motion artifacts during fMRI scans. Second, it is always a challenging trade-off for developmental neuroimaging studies to reduce the scanning time as much as possible while still preserving enough power of task effects. The longer the scanning time, the more difficult it is to ensure that children keep their attention and stay still in the scanner. Hence, we chose to remove in-scanner responses as it allowed us to shorten the scanning time and minimize the likelihood of increasing head motion artifacts.
Adults underwent a similar experimental procedure as children, but they did not have a simulated scanning session in a mock MR scanner. They also completed the picture naming task prior to entering the scanner and were instructed to listen to the sentences carefully during the experiment. The same auditory sentence comprehension task as used for children was applied. After scanning, they were not administered the post-scanning behavioral sentence comprehension task. Rather, in Fig. 1 . The fMRI task conditions. The task consisted of two levels of case marking (canonical subject-first, non-canonical object-first) and three levels of animacy hierarchy (neutral, prototypical, non-prototypical), resulting in six conditions: C-AA, C-AI, C-IA, NC-AA, NC-AI, and NC-IA. NOM: nominative; ACC: accusative. The animate arguments are highlighted in red and inanimate in aqua.
order to test their attention during scanning, they completed a questionnaire about the task stimuli including a number of probes of the task as well as questions, such as which verbs/nouns they remembered.
Standardized behavioral measures
Standardized behavioral measures were acquired from both groups, which covered a variety of cognitive functions, such as language (TSVK-Test zum Satzverstehen von Kindern (Siegmüller et al., 2011) ), working memory (forward and backward digit span, Mottier test (Mottier, 1951) ), and non-verbal intelligence (K-ABC-Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children (Kaufman et al., 2003) ). Children who performed at T b 40 in TSVK or K-ABC were excluded from the fMRI experiment. Among these measures, the TSVK test is the most relevant to the current study. It is a standardized German language test of sentence comprehension for children at different age groups. It consists of 36 sentences varying along several syntactic dimensions of sentence complexity including word order (subject-/object-first structures), tense (present/past tense), mode (active/passive constructions), clause complexity (coordinate/subordinate constructions), number (singular/plural of nouns and verbs), pronoun type (definite/indefinite), and verb type (reflexive/non-reflexive verbs). The TSVK is a picture matching test, in which a sentence is presented to the child auditorily and the child has to choose the picture that matches with the sentence from a set of three pictures. The incorrect pictures vary from the correct picture on several of the syntactic dimensions mentioned above. Therefore, the TSVK serves as a measure of children's general syntactic abilities for sentence comprehension. Crucially, as the syntactic dimension of interest in the current study was subject-/object-first structures indicated by case marking, we specifically extracted a subset of 12 items which test the understanding of case marking cues, and used the number of correct items out of 12 (TSVK-subtest) for the relevant analysis.
Image acquisition
Imaging was performed in a 3 Tesla Magnetom Tim Trio scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 12-channel head coil. An echo planar imaging sequence was used to acquire functional images with the following parameters: repetition time (TR) = 2 s, echo time (TE) = 30 ms, flip angle (FA) = 90°, field of view (FOV) = 192 mm, matrix size 64 × 64, in-plane resolution 3 × 3 mm 2 , slice thickness 3 mm, and 28 axial slices acquired bottom-up sequentially with 0.99-mm gaps between slices. For anatomical reference, a high-resolution 3D MP2RAGE (Magnetization Prepared 2 Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echoes; Marques et al., 2010) ) were used to obtain T1-weighted images covering the whole-brain. The MP2RAGE images were used for preprocessing for most of the participants, whereas for four children whose MP2RAGE images were not available, the MPRAGE images were used instead.
Data preprocessing and analysis
Functional images were preprocessed and analyzed using the Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/ spm/). In order to ensure that the anatomical and functional images were aligned in the same space, the children's images were initially coregistered to a standardized 4.5-to 8.5-year-old template (Fonov et al., 2011) and the adults' data were reoriented, after which the anterior commissure is aligned to the origin and the y-plane is aligned to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure line. All functional images were slice-timing corrected with the middle slice in the acquisition order as the reference slice. All volumes were realigned to the first volume to correct for movement with the inhomogeneity of the static magnetic field taken into account. The T1 anatomical image was coregistered to the mean functional image and then segmented using the standardized 4.5-to 8.5-year-old tissue probability maps for the children (Fonov et al., 2011) and the ICBM Tissue Probabilistic Atlases for the adults (provided by the International Consortium for Brain Mapping, John C. Mazziotta and Arthur W. Toga, http://www.loni.ucla.edu/ ICBM/ICBM-TissueProb.html). The segmentation parameters were carried over to normalize the T1 and the functional images to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. The functional images were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full-width at half-maximum.
The same procedure of data analysis was performed in both children and adults groups. Condition-specific effects were analyzed using a general linear model (GLM). The blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) responses were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function with time derivatives. Motion parameters generated from realignment were included into the design matrix as regressors of noninterest to control for the variances contributed by head movement. For each participant, six contrasts were generated to access the effect of each sentence condition contrasted to the silence condition.
Subsequently, the six condition-specific contrast images were used for random-effects group-level analyses. One-sample t-tests were performed to show the group activation maps for each condition in each age group (see results in Supplementary Material 1). A 2 × 3 flexible factorial analysis with two levels of the case marking factor (C, NC) and three levels of the animacy hierarchy factor (AA, AI, IA) was conducted to examine the main effects of case marking and animacy hierarchy as well as the interaction effect. The probability of false detection was determined by a Monte Carlo simulation using AlphaSim in AFNI (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni/doc/manual/AlphaSim) at a voxelwise threshold (p b 0.005) combined with a cluster size threshold (k ≥ 27 voxels), which led to an equivalent threshold of α b 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons. The resulting activation maps were masked with the average gray matter mask among each age group. Moreover, to demonstrate the between-condition differences that have driven the main effects revealed by the flexible factorial analyses, we first identified the peak activation coordinates within the activation clusters that fell within the predefined regions of interest, and then created 6-mm sphere masks centered at the peak coordinates. The percent signal change of BOLD responses from these masks was extracted using the MarsBaR Toolbox in SPM8 (v0.43; Brett et al., 2002) for the examination of main effects.
In addition to the two-way flexible factorial analysis performed in each group, we also conducted a three-way flexible factorial analysis adding groups as a between-subjects factor to directly examine group differences for the effects of case marking and animacy hierarchy. The analysis procedure and results are provided in Supplementary Material 2.
Region-of-interest analysis
To obtain the ROI masks, the NIH 4.5-to 8.5-year-old T1 template was segmented and parcellated using the software package FreeSurfer (available at https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). A priori ROIs, including pars opercularis and pars triangularis of the left IFG, the left posterior STS, and the left posterior STG, were identified according to the automated anatomical labeling system by Desikan et al. (2006) , and binary ROI masks were created using the utility, fslmaths, in FSL (available at http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/, Smith et al., 2004) . To obtain a mask of the left posterior STG, we split the left STG by the middle point along the y-axis and retained the posterior mask for subsequent ROI analyses. This pSTG mask is located adjacently posterior to the Heschl's gyrus.
The relationship between TSVK-subtest performance and BOLD responses to the case marking effect in the a priori ROIs was examined for the five-year-old children. Each participant's percent signal change of BOLD responses for all sentence conditions was extracted from the a priori ROIs using MarsBaR. We first computed the differences in percent signal change between all non-canonical conditions compared to all canonical conditions (NC N C). Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were performed to examine whether TSVK-subtest performance (independent variable) explained a significant amount of variances in the NC N C differences (dependent variable) in each ROI with other variables controlled as covariates of non-interest. For each hierarchical multiple regression model, variables were entered at two steps. The covariates of non-interest were entered at step 1 and then the TSVKsubtest performance at step 2. Comparing the R 2 in the models at step 1 and step 2, we would know how much predictive power was increased by adding the variable of TSVK-subtest performance at step 2. In other words, when the covariates of non-interest were controlled, we could examine the amount of variances in the NC N C differences that could be accounted for by the TSVK-subtest performance and if the amount was significant. Several factors, including gender (dummy coding), age, verbal working memory measures (i.e., forward and backward digit span, Mottier test), were considered as potential covariates of non-interest. In addition, a whole-brain multiple regression analysis was performed to examine the overall relationship between brain responses to the case marking effect (NC N C) and children's syntactic ability (TSVK-subtest performance). The results of the whole-brain analysis are reported in Supplementary Material 3.
Results
Behavioral results
The sample size for the analysis of the post-scanning behavioral sentence comprehension task was 29 as one child's performance could not be obtained. The results are summarized in Fig. 2 . The accuracy rates for all six conditions (C-AA: M = 93.1%, SD = 9.20%; NC-AA: M = 70.7%, SD = 25.5%; C-AI: M = 94.8%, SD = 9.16%; NC-AI: M = 78.0%, SD = 18.8%; C-IA: M = 93.5%, SD = 10.9%; NC-IA: M = 76.3%, SD = 24.9%) were above the chance level (all p b 0.001). A repeated measures GLM with case marking (C/NC) and animacy hierarchy (AA/AI/IA) factors showed a significant main effect of case marking driven by better performance for C (M = 93.8%, SD = 9.70%) than for NC (M = 75%, SD = 23.2%), F(1, 28) = 32.8, p b 0.001, and a marginally significant main effect of animacy hierarchy, F(2, 56) = 3.09, p = 0.053. Post-hoc analyses revealed that the averaged performance for AI (M = 86.4%, SD = 16.9%) was higher than for AA (M = 81.9%, SD = 22.1%), p = 0.06. No gender differences were found. The total accuracy (M = 84.4%, SD = 12.7%) was found to be positively correlated with performance in the standardized syntactic TSVK-subtest (M = 6.7, SD = 2.0), r = 0.43, p = 0.019.
Functional MRI results
Flexible factorial analysis
For adults (see Fig. 3 and Table 1 ), the significant main effect of case marking was identified in the pars opercularis (BA 44), the precentral gyrus, and the superior medial fontal gyrus in the left hemisphere. Within the activation cluster in the left pars opercularis, the percent signal change of a 6-mm sphere centered at the peak activation coordinate (−57, 14, 18) was greater for the NC compared to the C conditions (p b 0.001). The significant main effect of animacy hierarchy involved a cluster including the left insula, pars triangularis and pars opercularis as well as the left middle frontal gyrus (MFG) and the left middle occipital gyrus. The main effect of animacy hierarchy in the left pars triangularis, centered at (−39, 20, 2), was mainly contributed by greater activation for the neutral AA conditions compared to the prototypical AI conditions (p = 0.004) as well as a marginally significant difference between nonprototypical IA and prototypical AI conditions (p = 0.067). No significant interaction effects were found.
Five-year-old children (see Fig. 4 and Table 1 ) did not show a significant main effect of case marking in the left inferior frontal gyrus but rather in the left MFG and the left and right caudate nuclei, the activation of which was greater for the NC compared to the C conditions (p = 0.008, 0.003, and 0.002, respectively). An extended network of significant activation was found for the main effect of animacy hierarchy in the left middle and superior temporal gyri, the left pars triangularis and pars orbitalis, and the insula bilaterally. Additional significant activation was found in the right superior and middle occipital gyri and the precentral gyrus. Within the activation clusters located in the regions of interest, the BOLD percent signal change was greater for the prototypical AI conditions compared to the neutral AA conditions in the left pars triangularis cluster centered at (−39, 38, 6) (p = 0.005) and the left pSTG cluster centered at (− 60, − 28, 2) (p = 0.021). Activation maps of specific contrasts for all individual conditions are shown in Supplementary Material 1.
Region-of-interest analysis
In the whole-brain analysis, the five-year-old children did not show any significant main effects of case marking in the hypothesized areas in the left frontal and temporal cortices. However, since we had strong anatomical hypotheses about the network of brain areas involved in syntactic processing from the adult model, we examined if brain responses to the case marking effect in predefined anatomical ROIs could be predicted by children's syntactic abilities using hierarchical multiple regression analyses. We included gender and age as covariates of non-interest at step 1 and TSVK-subtest performance at step 2. Gender was controlled due to unequal sample sizes for the gender groups (10 boys and 20 girls); age was included as it showed significant effects on the whole-brain activation as revealed by the whole-brain multiple regression analysis (see Supplementary Material 3) . The hierarchical multiple regression results revealed that with gender and age (Fig. 5) . No significant correlation with TSVK-subtest performance was observed in the left pars triangularis (partial correlation r = 0.29, p = 0.13; R 2 change = 0.08, p = 0.13). These significant correlations were independent of working memory measures (i.e., forward and backward digit span, Mottier test). In addition, to confirm that the correlations with children's TSVK-subtest performance were constrained in brain regions relevant to syntactic processing but not in non-language regions, we examined the relationship between TSVK-subtest performance and the BOLD percent signal change in a control region, the primary auditory cortex (left Heschl's gyrus), and found no significant correlation (partial correlation r = 0.26, p = 0.18; R 2 change = 0.041, p = 0.29).
Discussion
The current study investigated the neural correlates of syntactic and semantic processing during sentence comprehension with the manipulation of case marking and animacy hierarchy cues, in children and adults respectively. We found interesting developmental differences in the reliance on semantic and syntactic cues. In adults, a functional dissociation of Broca's area in the left IFG was observed, with the main effect of syntactic case marking in the left pars opercularis and the main effect of semantic animacy hierarchy in the left pars triangularis. In five-yearold children who already possess knowledge of animacy hierarchy, but not yet have reached a full mastery in the use of case marking, a main effect of animacy hierarchy was evident in the left pars triangularis, pars orbitalis, and posterior STG, whereas no main effect of case marking was found in the left fronto-temporal language network in the whole brain analysis. However, ROI analyses revealed that children's brain responses to case marking in the frontal and temporal regions were associated with their behavioral performance. Those children with better syntactic capabilities showed greater activation to noncanonical object-first sentences compared to canonical subject-first sentences, most prominently in the left posterior superior temporal cortex.
In the adult brain, a functional segregation between syntactic and semantic processing was observed. The main effect of case marking was shown in the left pars opercularis, with greater activation for the noncanonical object-first sentences compared to canonical subject-first sentences. This main effect of syntactic complexity in the left pars opercularis supports its role for syntactic processing and is consistent with previous results Grewe et al., 2007; Kinno et al., 2008) . However, the main effect of animacy hierarchy was found in the left pars triangularis, which was mainly contributed by greater activation for sentences with neutral (animate agent and animate patient) and non-prototypical (inanimate agent and animate patient) compared to prototypical (animate agent and inanimate patient) animacy hierarchy. This is in line with previous results that attributed activation in the left pars triangularis to semantic processes at the sentential level (Binder et al., 2009; Bruffaerts et al., 2013; Newman et al., 2010) . In the most prototypical AI conditions where the subject noun of the sentence is animate and the object noun is inanimate, case marking and animacy hierarchy cues are in coalition. However, additional semantic analysis is required for the other conditions, that is, when the animacy hierarchy of both nouns is in competition for the neutral AA condition, or when case marking cues are in conflict with animacy hierarchy cues for the non-prototypical IA condition. Therefore, greater activation in the left pars triangularis is recruited for these conditions. These findings reflect that adults process both case marking and animacy hierarchy cues during sentence comprehension, and they do so independent of each other with specialized brain regions being sensitive to each type of sentential cue. Consistent with previous findings (Friederici et al., 2000; Goucha and Friederici, 2015; Newman et al., 2003) , the functional dissociation in the left IFG provides further evidence for segregated roles of the left pars opercularis and the left pars triangularis for syntactic and semantic processing respectively.
At the behavioral level, we found that performance in the postscanning sentence comprehension task for the five-year-old children revealed a significant main effect of case marking (C better than NC) and a marginally significant main effect of animacy hierarchy (AI better than AA), with no interaction. These results suggest that not all children have mastered the use of case marking cues for sentence interpretation by the age of five and that there is wide variability. If children used case marking cues-which were the most reliable cues in the task-they would have performed comparatively well in all conditions. By contrast, if they only relied on animacy hierarchy cues and not on case marking at all, they would have shown the best performance in the AI conditions, at chance level in the AA conditions, and below chance level in the IA conditions, regardless of case marking. However, the behavioral results did not show such a pattern across the animacy conditions. Instead, the average performance of all conditions was significantly above chance level, and there was a marginally significant difference between the AI and AA conditions. The latter indicates that five-year-old children made use of animacy cues, which helped them with sentence comprehension-especially in the prototypical animacy conditions (i.e., AI). Moreover, the above-chance performance suggests that fiveyear-old children might also use case marking cues, which ensured their correct responses even when animacy cues conflicted with case marking cues (i.e., IA) or when animacy hierarchy was not available (i.e., AA). Our behavioral results implicate early reliance on animacy cues and later acquisition of case marking. This finding is consistent with those in previous studies, which have shown that sentence comprehension for children before the age of five depends primarily on the use of animacy and word order cues, whereas syntactic cues such as case marking only become relevant later (Chan et al., 2009; Dittmar et al., 2008; Lindner, 2003) .
At the neural level, five-year-old children showed the main effect of animacy hierarchy in the left fronto-temporal cortex, including the left pars triangularis, pars orbitalis, and posterior STG, which was mainly driven by greater activation for sentences with the prototypical (animate agent and inanimate patient) compared to neutral (animate agent and animate patient) animacy hierarchy. Compared to the adults whose results serve as a model of mature sentence processing and show greater activation for sentences with neutral and non-prototypical animacy hierarchy, children demonstrate enhanced activation for the prototypical animacy hierarchy conditions. The difference between AI and AA conditions at the neural level corresponds to the difference at the behavioral level, with greater activation for the conditions in which children could make better use of animacy cues. While adults only showed the main effect of animacy in the left pars triangularis, five-year-old children recruited both frontal and temporal regions for semantic animacy processing. This difference indicates that children at that age are more reliant on semantic animacy cues for sentence interpretation and, moreover, suggests a gradual shift from a widespread fronto-temporal network for sentential semantic processing in children to a more specialized involvement of the left IFG (Broca's area) in adults.
Unlike adults, five-year-old children did not show a main effect of case marking in the left pars opercularis, but instead extended into the left MFG and the bilateral caudate nuclei, with greater activation for the non-canonical object-first sentences compared to canonical subject-first sentences. These regions may not be directly involved in syntactic processing, but are associated with cognitive control processes. The enhanced activation in the left MFG has been implicated in coping with cognitive demands (Fu et al., 2006) and inhibitory control (Minamoto et al., 2010) . The bilateral caudate nuclei have been suggested to be involved in cognitive control, with increased activation for processing complex sentences (Jeon et al., 2014) and grammatically ambiguous sentences (Mestres-Missé et al., 2012 ). An anteriorposterior organization for cognitive hierarchy in the caudate nuclei has also been demonstrated, in which the rostral to caudal parts of the caudate nuclei support higher to lower levels of cognitive hierarchy. We found greater activation for non-canonical object-first sentences in the bilateral anterior-ventral caudate nuclei, which may be responsible for recruiting controlled processes as processing non-canonical sentences has not yet become automatic for five-year-old children during language development (Friederici, 2006) .
As apparent from the behavioral performance, some of the five-yearold children may have started to gain proficiency in using case marking cues, which helped them to correctly identify the agent and the patient in sentences even when animacy cues were in conflict with case marking cues. Therefore, we used individual syntactic performance measured by a standardized test for children's sentence comprehension ability for the ROI analyses in those predefined anatomical regions known to be involved in syntactic processes during sentence comprehension. Regression analyses revealed that brain activation in the left pars opercularis, posterior STS, and posterior STG in response to increasing syntactic complexity (NC greater than C) was positively correlated Fig. 3 . Whole-brain activation of (A) the main effect of case marking and (B) the main effect of animacy hierarchy for the adults overlaid onto the ICBM rendered template (p b 0.005 uncorrected, cluster ≥ 27 voxels, masked by the group-specific average gray matter mask). The graphs below illustrate the BOLD percent signal change within a 6-mm sphere mask centered at the peak activation coordinate in the a priori ROI for each main effect, that is, the left pars opercularis (IFGop) for the main effect of case marking and the left pars triangularis (IFGtri) for the main effect of animacy hierarchy. Significance level for the post-hoc comparisons of the main effects: ***p b 0.001, **p b 0.01. Error bars represent standard errors. Fig. 4 . Whole-brain activation of (A) the main effect of case marking and (B) the main effect of animacy hierarchy for the five-year-old children overlaid onto the 4.5-to 8.5-year-old rendered template (Fonov et al., 2011 ) (p b 0.005 uncorrected, cluster ≥ 27 voxels, masked by the group-specific average gray matter mask). The graphs below illustrate the BOLD percent signal change within a 6-mm sphere mask centered at the peak activation coordinate in each of the activation clusters for the main effect of case marking, including the left middle frontal gyrus (MFG), and the left and right caudate nuclei, as well as in the a priori ROIs for the main effect of animacy hierarchy, that is, the left pars triangularis (IFGtri) and the left posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG). Significance level for the post-hoc comparisons of the main effects: **p b 0.01, *p b 0.05. Error bars represent standard errors.
with syntactic abilities. In other words, those children with better syntactic proficiency showed greater activation in the left fronto-temporal language network for non-canonical object-first sentences compared to canonical subject-first sentences. The correlation was most prominent in the left posterior STS and STG. This finding suggests that the neural basis for processing syntactic cues may emerge in the posterior superior temporal cortex and gradually shift to the left IFG, in particular the pars opercularis, with increasing age and better syntactic proficiency. The shift from the left posterior superior temporal cortex to the inferior frontal cortex for syntactic processing is in line with the data of Skeide et al.'s (2014) study, in which children at the ages of three to seven recruited the posterior superior temporal cortex for syntactic processing, and it was only until the ages of nine to ten that children showed a syntax-specific involvement in the left IFG.
Neuroanatomical maturation of the underlying cortical and connecting white matter structures may be a neurobiological basis for the delayed reliance on syntactic information during sentence comprehension Skeide et al., 2015) . It has been suggested that comprehension of syntactically complex sentences is supported by the left posterior STS/STG as well as pars opercularis in Broca's area, which are connected by a dorsal pathway via the arcuate fasciculus/superior longitudinal fasciculus (AF/SLF). By contrast, semantic processing involves a ventral pathway connecting the left posterior temporal cortex and BAs 45/47 in the IFG via the inferior frontooccipital fasciculus (IFOF) (Friederici and Gierhan, 2013) . Diffusion MRI studies have shown that the maturation of the AF/SLF is slower and prolonged compared to other fiber tracts (Lebel et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2007) . In particular, while the IFOF is already in place at birth, the myelination of the AF/SLF that supports complex syntactic processing is not fully developed by the age of seven or later (Brauer, Anwander, & Friederici, 2011; Brauer et al., 2013; Skeide et al., 2015) . Before full maturation of the dorsal pathway, children seem to recruit supplementary processing areas in the pars triangularis as part of Broca's area (Brauer et al., 2011 (Brauer et al., , 2013 Skeide et al., 2015) and may make use of the ventral pathway via the IFOF. The primary development of the ventral pathway and delayed maturation of the dorsal pathway may provide a neurobiological explanation for preschoolers' dependence on semantic information before their brains become ready for processing complex syntax. Furthermore, the difference between more diffuse activation in children versus more focal activation in adults during sentence comprehension is in agreement with the pattern of functional neurocognitive development reported in the literature. Cross-sectional and longitudinal studies on different cognitive domains have demonstrated a shift from diffuse to more focal activity in the task-relevant cortical regions along with learning and cognitive development (Brown et al., 2005; Casey et al., 2005) . Compared to adults who had focal and specialized recruitment in the left IFG for syntactic and semantic processing, five-year-old children showed diffuse activation in the frontal and temporal cortices. Along with previous studies (Brauer and Friederici, 2007; Skeide et al., 2014) , this pattern suggests that the language networks for semantics and syntax are not yet specialized in younger children and that segregated and focal recruitment emerges gradually through development.
By varying semantic and syntactic complexities in a sentence listening task, the current study adds both behavioral and neural evidence to our understanding of the sentence-processing network for preschool children. Nevertheless, limitations to the present study have to be considered. To minimize motion artifacts and to shorten scanning time, we applied a passive listening task instead of a task taxing participants' behavioral responses during scanning. By instructing children to listen to the sentences carefully during the scan, it was ensured that children were paying attention to the task without direct measurement. This challenge is prominent in neuroimaging studies with preschoolers. However, it is important to note that passive listening tasks have been successfully applied in previous fMRI experiments with young children, revealing activation patterns similar to those by active tasks (Karunanayaka et al., 2007; Knoll et al., 2012; Schmithorst et al., 2007; Vannest et al., 2009 ).
Conclusions
Sentence comprehension requires the integration of syntactic and semantic information carried by words, the processing of which is subserved by segregated regions in the Broca's area in the mature brain. In the current study, we demonstrated that children at the age of five were most sensitive to animacy hierarchy cues, suggesting that semantic information is used already at early stages in language development. Syntactic information signaling the grammatical relationship in sentences seems to become relevant only at later developmental stages. Here we show that in five-year-old children the increased capability to process syntactic case marking cues is associated with an increase of brain responses in the language network. Our findings provide neural evidence for a gradual acquisition of sentential cues in the developing brain.
